Resources for HUM Essay Writing
General Overviews of Humanities Essays
Writing in the Humanities (Lumen) - An overview of Humanities writing formats and goals. This is useful
for distinguishing the type of text you are being asked to write in the program.
How to write a literary essay (bucks.edu) - This comprehensive web page details an essay that matches
the HUM style. In the page, you will find examples of successful thesis statements, topic sentences, and
paragraphs with quotations.
Conventions of Writing Papers in Humanities (Prof. Celia A. Easton) - Prof. Easton provides some
no-nonsense advice about approaching the humanities. Using the Start-Go-Stop approach, you will have
a better mindset for creating your argument.
Introductions and Conclusions (The Writing Center, George Mason University) - This page presents tips
for introductions and conclusions, and it includes a checklist for problems that commonly occur in these
sections.
Thesis

Thesis Statements
Literary Thesis Statements (LibreTexts) - This web page contains criteria for determining a strong
argument and provides a pattern for creating argumentative thesis statements.
Developing Strong Thesis Statements (Purdue OWL) - Although this page does not strictly deal with
humanities essays, it does outline a simple approach to creating debatable thesis statements.
Developing a Strong, Clear Thesis Statement (LibreTexts) - This web page is similar to the OWL resource
above, but it provides more examples. It also discusses revising thesis statements and other important
tips for honing the thesis.

Body Paragraphs
Writing Body Paragraphs (LibreTexts) - This page gives a simple view of how an argumentative essay’s
body paragraphs should be constructed for strength and substance. An explanation for how the body
paragraphs build to expound on the thesis is also explained.
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Counterargument
Writing a Counterargument Paragraph - (U of Arizona, Writing Center) - This website provides a
simplified view of the structure of the counterargument.
All About Counterarguments (The Writing Center, George Mason University) - Learn about strategies for
including counter argumentation in your essay. This page provides a step-by-step guide for the content
you need to include for a valid counter.
Counterargument (Harvard College Writing Center) - Learn about the turn against and turn back moves
of counterargument and discover where a counterargument can be placed for various effects.

Grammar and Vocabulary
Word Choice (The Writing Center at Chapel Hill, UNC) - Review the considerations that any writer must
make when choosing vocabulary and phrasing for academic essays.
Academic Verbs (University of Toronto) - This website provides commonly used academic verbs that can
be incorporated into your writing to enhance argumentation.
Most Important Academic Verbs (English Study Page.com) - This website also provides a raw list of
academic verbs which can improve the specificity of your claims and areas of argumentation.
40 Useful Words and Phrases for Top-Notch Essays (Oxford Royale Academy) - Do you feel like your essay
style is too informal, too casual? When you find yourself using a common or casual phrasing, try to think
of a concrete and academic stand-in for the same idea.
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